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Little Monster Series
Board Book | 14.5 cm in H | 17.8 cm in W
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada, Ireland,
New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Little Monster is Hungry

Rebecca Purcell is a children’s book author and illustrator
from Portland, United States. She studied Art History in
college before launching her career as an artist. Prints
of her cute illustrations can be found in nurseries and
playrooms around the world. Rebecca likes drawing with
pencils, hiking through alpine meadows, and drinking
large quantities of tea. She has written and illustrated
several series of children’s board books. Rebecca’s book,
Zip the World’s Greatest Robot, was included as a Best of
2020 Board Book/Picture Book from Kirkus Reviews. She
lives in an old brick house with her husband, two sons, a
stubborn dog, and a nearly perfect cat.

Board Book | 978-1-80036-023-5 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | November 2021

A hungry monster looks for food,
making everyone nervous, via
simple rhyming text and bold,
colourful illustrations.

Little Monster prepares a party for
her friends, but it starts to rain in
this bold, colourful board book for
emerging readers.

Little Monster Reads a Book
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Little Monster's Party

Board Book | 978-1-80036-021-1 | S$8.95
24 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | October 2021

Little Monster Plays Hide and Seek

Little Monster is Sleepy

Board Book | 978-1-80036-026-6 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | December 2021

Board Book | 978-1-80036-025-9 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | January 2022

Board Book | 978-1-80036-024-2 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | February 2022

Nothing can stop Little Monster from
reading except finishing her book in
this bold, colourful board book for
emerging readers.

Little Monster and her animal friends
play hide-and-seek in this bold,
colourful board book for emerging
readers.

Little Monster is tired and ready for
bed, but she can’t find anywhere
to sleep in this bold, colourful board
book for emerging readers.
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Cat and Friends Series
Cat Can Fly

Board Book | 978-1-80036-000-6 | S$7.95
24 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | April 2021

Cat wants to fly, so he flaps his
arms, jumps up high, and teams
up with Bird. Together, they enjoy a
flying adventure.

“Overall, the book is just right for
infant and toddler listeners who crave
familiar patterns and will zero in on
slight, intentional differences from
page to page. Carefully calibrated for
its audience.” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)

Cat Has One Shoe

Cat Can Swim

Board Book | 978-1-80036-004-4 | S$7.95
24 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | June 2021

Cat goes for an adventurous
swim, with bold illustrations and
simple text for young children and
beginner readers.

Cat Hears a Roar!

Board Book | 978-1-80036-010-5 | S$7.95
24 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | September 2021

Board Book | 978-1-80036-012-9 | S$7.95
24 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | October 2021

Cat loses a shoe and goes
searching for it with Bird; with bold
illustrations and simple text young
children.

Cat overcomes fear and makes a
new friend; with simple rhyming
text and bold illustrations for young
readers.

“Jump in with Cat on an underwater adventure. … Doesn’t make a
big splash, but Cat is cute enough
to make it worth diving in.”
—Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)

Cat’s Taxi

Cat Goes Fast
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Cat’s New Hat

Cat Flies a Kite

Cat Plays a Drum

Board Book | 978-1-80036-014-3 | S$7.95
24 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | November 2021

Board Book | 978-1-80036-016-7 | S$7.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | December 2021

Board Book | 978-1-80036-018-1 | S$7.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | January 2022

Cat gives his friends rides in his cart,
but they won’t all fit; with bold images
and simple text for beginner readers.

Cat flies his kite until it gets stuck
in a tree; with bold illustrations and
simple text for beginner readers.

Cat flies his kite until it gets stuck
in a tree; with bold illustrations and
simple text for beginner readers.

Look Out, Cat!

Board Book | 978-1-80036-002-0 | S$7.95
24 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | May 2021

Board Book | 978-1-80036-006-8 | S$7.95
24 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm |July 2021

Board Book | 978-1-80036-008-2 | S$7.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | August 2021

Colourful rhyming board book
featuring Cat, who rides his
skateboard in many ways.

Cat’s new hat has blown away
in the wind; with bold, colourful
characters and simple text for
young children.

Rhyming board book with Cat,
who rides his skateboard past
many animals. Incorporates animal
sounds.
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Zip, the Robot Series
★Starred review from Kirkus Reviews.
Zip, the World’s Greatest Robot

Board Book | 978-1-80036-001-3 | S$7.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | April 2021

Zip discovers he may not be the
world’s greatest robot, with bold,
bright illustrations and simple text for
new readers.

Kirkus’ Best Books of 2020 Picture Books
Zip the Robot’s Tea Party

Zip the Robot Takes a Hike

Board Book | 978-1-80036-030-3 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | September 2022

Board Book | 978-1-80036-031-0 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | October 2022

Zip wants to have a tea party with
Cat, but Zip doesn’t like tea. With
bold illustrations and simple text for
beginning readers.

Zip the Robot wants to accompany
Cat on a difficult hike. With bold
illustrations and simple text for
beginning readers.

The Scarf, with Zip the Robot

Board Book | 978-1-80036-005-1 | S$7.95
20 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | May 2021

Cat teaches Zip to knit, and Zip learns
faster isn't always better; with bold
pictures and simple text for new readers.

Zip the Robot Sees a Spider

Zip’s New Button
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Zip the Robot Helps Out

Zip the Robot Tries to Relax

Zip the Robot Has a New Toy

Board Book | 978-1-80036-032-7 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | November 2022

Board Book | 978-1-80036-033-4 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | December 2022

Board Book | 978-1-80036-034-1 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | January 2023

Zip the robot tries strategies to
remove a spider from Cat’s arm. With
bold illustrations and simple text for
beginning readers.

Zip the Robot wants to play ball,
but Cat wants to relax. With bold
illustrations and simple text for
beginning readers.

Zip the Robot has a shiny new toy,
but it’s too precious to play with.
With bold illustrations and simple
text for beginning readers.

Zip the Robot Builds a Spaceship

Board Book | 978-1-80036-009-9 | S$7.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | June 2021

Board Book | 978-1-80036-013-6 | S$7.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | July 2021

Board Book | 978-1-80036-017-4 | S$7.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | August 2021

A robot imagines what his new
button does. With bold illustrations
and simple text for beginning
readers.

Cat asks Zip to hold his cake, but
Zip eats it and is sorry. With bold
illustrations and simple text for
beginning readers.

Zip and Cat build a spaceship, but it
won’t launch. With bold illustrations
and simple text for beginning
readers.
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Owl and Bird Series
Hey Owl, What’s in the Box?

Board Book | 978-1-80036-003-7 | S$6.95
16 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | November 2021

Owl’s friends guess what’s in his box;
with bold, colourful illustrations and
simple text for young children.

The Adventures of Silly Pig Series

“A cheery guessing game for toddlers ready for a sweet, predictable
mystery. … Expect demand for
repeated readings (and maybe donuts too).” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)

Silly Pig’s Long Wait

Silly Pig’s Smelly Socks

Board Book | 978-1-80036-027-3 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | May 2022

Board Book | 978-1-80036-022-8 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | April 2022

Pig tries to make her new socks smelly in this
comical board book for emerging readers.

Opposites with Owl and Bird

Board Book | 978-1-80036-007-5 | S$6.95
16 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | December 2021

Pig writes a letter to Cat and waits impatiently
for a response in this bold, colorful board book
for emerging readers.

This book teaches the concept of
opposites to toddlers and babies
through colourful illustrations and
cute characters.
“Owl and Bird return in a well-designed and whimsical look at a
complex concept. … Sweet! A clear
and charming introduction to a
standard preschool curriculum
concept.” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)

Silly Pig’s Friend is Sad

Hey Owl, Have You Seen My Bear?
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Hey Owl, Do You Want to Play?

Silly Pig's Stinky Stew

Board Book | 978-1-80036-028-0 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | June 2022

Board Book | 978-1-80036-020-4 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | July 2022

Rat tries to cheer up her friend Cat
in this bold, colourful board book for
emerging readers.

Pig tries to make the stinkiest stew
ever in this amusing board book for
emerging readers.

Where is Silly Pig’s Hat?

Board Book | 978-1-80036-029-7 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | August 2022

Pig searches her home for her lost
hat in this bold, colorful board book
for emerging readers.

Counting with Owl and Bird

Board Book | 978-1-80036-019-8 | S$6.95
16 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | October 2021

Board Book | 978-1-80036-015-0 | S$6.95
16 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | September 2021

Board Book | 978-1-80036-011-2 | S$6.95
16 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | January 2022

Owl and the birds help Seagull find a
lost teddy bear, with bold illustrations
and simple text for beginning readers.

Owl completes his chores before
agreeing to play with friends, with
bold illustrations and simple text for
beginning readers.

This book teaches the concept of
numbers to toddlers and babies
through colourful illustrations and
cute characters.
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CAT AND BUg Series

colin the chameleon
The finalists of the 2018 Foreword INDIES Book of the Year Awards
“Find dozens of hidden colour-changing lizards in imaginative
ink, monoprint, and collage artwork as they explore the strengths
and benefits of being different.” —Foreword Reviews (U.S.)

Cat & Bug: The Magic Wand

Cat & Bug: It’s Naptime!

Board Book | 978-1-80036-038-9 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | April 2023

Board Book | 978-1-80036-035-8 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | May 2023

Bug tricks Cat into trading his cookie
for a stick in this board book with
bold illustrations and simple text for
beginning readers.

Cat tries to nap, but Bug is making
too much noise in this board book
with bold illustrations and simple text
for beginning readers.

“Her illustrations, which look like prints, employ multiple shades of
green, brown, and yellow to great effect; bright Colin stands out!
Simple and sweet.” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)
“Gorgeous ink mono print and collage illustrations perfectly
complement the text.” —Reading Time (Australia)
“Quarry’s simple descriptive and alliterative text is engagingly
complimented by her ink, print and collage illustrations.”
—ReadPlus (Australia)

At first, Colin is dismayed by his differences—but eventually
he learns just how valuable his quirks can be. Colin the
Chameleon tells the story of a chameleon who, unlike
his siblings, cannot change colour and therefore faces
certain dangers. Eventually, Colin finds that it is this very
difference that makes himself special and helps keep his
family safe from a greater threat.

Cat & Bug: It’s Snacktime!
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Cat & Bug: It’s Playtime!

3+

Rachel Quarry
32 pages | 202 x 260 mm | October 2018
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-047-4
World rights available, except for France, Australia,
Canada, China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Cat & Bug: The Scary Monster

Board Book | 978-1-80036-037-2 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | June 2023

Board Book | 978-1-80036-036-5 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | July 2023

Board Book | 978-1-80036-039-6 | S$8.95
22 pages | 14.5 × 17.8 cm | August 2023

It’s almost snack time, so Cat
shares his snack with Bug in this
board book with bold illustrations
and simple text for beginning
readers.

Bug has ideas for playtime, but Cat
isn’t having funin this board book
with bold illustrations and simple
text for beginning readers.

Cat and Bug hear a scary sound,
and Cat prepares to tackle a
monster in this board book with
bold illustrations and simple text for
beginning readers.

Rachel Quarry is an illustrator and artist based in the
United Kingdom. She studied at Cambridge University
and the Cambridge School of Art. In her work, she uses
ink, monoprint and collage. For inspiration she likes to
travel and visit parks and gardens.
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elena’s shells

Bertie’s Bottom
Bertie the baboon is proud of his bottom but is
dismayed when it grows ugly spots; they eventually
scare poachers away.

A sweet and simple tale of compassion and sharing.
Elena is a baby Tapir with a taste for shiny, colourful shells. One day, a
sneaky shell escapes from Elena’s impressive collection of wonderful
seashells. Elena uses all her efforts to get it back but is faced with
some big decisions about what is really important.

3+

Rose Robbins is a children’s book author and illustrator currently
residing in Nottingham, United Kingdom. She has been making books
since the age of six when she received a stapler for her birthday. In
addition to books, Rose makes ceramics, puppets, and felt and soft toys.
She can be found either stuck in a story, or thinking about a new story—
anything to get out of doing the dishes or the laundry.

“Robbins’ bright, childlike illustrations and minimal text match the sweet
simplicity of her tale. Both tapir and hermit crab are adorable. An
important lesson deftly delivered.” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)

Rose Robbins
36 pages | 275 x 252 mm | April 2019
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-057-3
World rights available, except for Korean, Spanish, Australia,
Canada, China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.
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“Recommended.” —ReadPlus (Australia)

3+

Rachel Quarry
36 pages | 275 x 215 mm | December 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-131-0
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Bertie the baboon is proud of his beautiful bottom
and admired by the other animals. When his bottom
develops not one, not two, but three ugly spots, Bertie
tries to fix it while the other animals giggle. But when
poachers come, Bertie’s bottom is the only thing that
can save the day. With charming collage illustrations and
cute characters, this story will amuse young readers.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and Educational
Descriptions Supplied by Marla Conn - Reading and Literacy
Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: K
Grade Level Equivalent: 2
Picture book, animal fantasy, Story elements: setting: The
Savannah, plot and character development, main character, Bertie
the Baboon, problem and solution, Illustrations enhance meaning
and tone, humorous tone, speech bubbles, Comprehension
strategies: Identify cause and effect relationships & changes from
beginning to end of the story. Themes: baboons, vanity, friendship,
Earth and human activity.
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MINE!
A wordless picture book with simple
watercolour illustrations about a greedy
raccoon who learns the benefits of sharing.

“Casella’s expressive pictures dance appealingly all around the
page, as does Croc’s jazz-infused song, set in a faux handlettered typeface.” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)

A simple story with minimal text about a
greedy raccoon who hoards its food until it
finds a watermelon. But the watermelon is
too big to hide and too heavy to move, so the
raccoon enlists its friends—in exchange for
some watermelon, of course! A cute, simple
story about helping and sharing illustrated with
simple watercolour illustrations and a limited
colour palette.

“this book is fun to read aloud because it is full of sounds
(Tweet Baby Tweet Snap Snap Doo Wop Pow Tweet Snap). It’s
simple, cute and playful.” —Reading Time (Australia)

3+

Laura Casella
36 pages | 250 x 260 mm | October 2018
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-052-8
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Federica Muià is an illustrator from the
small village of Ivrea in Northern Italy. She
studied archaeology and anthropology at the
University of Turin. She moved to Cambridge
in 2014 to follow her dream of becoming an
illustrator and and she completed her MA in
Children’s Book Illustration in 2017. Travelling,
drawing, and animals are her passions, which
she combines in her stories.

3+
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The Croc Who Rocked

Federica Muià
32 pages | 144 x 222 mm | August 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-074-0
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and Educational Descriptions
Supplied by Marla Conn - Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: WB
Grade Level Equivalent: n / a
Wordless picture book, Story elements: setting: forest, plot and character
development, Greedy Raccoon, illustrations enhance meaning and tone.
Comprehension strategies: get meaning from illustrations, sequence events,
make inferences and draw conclusions. Themes: teamwork, greed vs sharing.

Laura Casella obtained a BA in Illustration from
the Institute of European Design. In 1995, her
nonfiction project Middle Ages was selected
at the Children’s Book Fair in Bologna. She
worked as freelance illustrator on various
projects. In 1996, she moved to London, where
she worked as graphic/web designer also
using her illustration skills. She has recently
graduated from Cambridge School of Art with
an MA in Children’s Book Illustration.

This colourful, dynamic, and fun picture book
with engaging language celebrates difference
and encourages children to be true to who
they are.
All alone, in a quiet part of the jungle, Little Croc
hatches. He may be small, but he has a big voice
and loves to sing. But the other animals don’t like
his snap-snap song and send him away. As time
passes, he becomes a big croc, and his song
gets better and louder, but he is lonely. He asks
some birds to teach him their song, hoping the
other animals might accept him. All goes well
until he gets carried away, snap-snaps in the
middle of the song, and is sent away. As he sings
sadly to himself by the river, his song attracts an
unexpected crowd of admirers, who finally join in
on the music.
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Whose Nose Do You Suppose?
3+

Whose Toes Do You Suppose?

Whose Nose Do You Suppose? has been awarded a place on
the Cypress-Fairbanks ISD 2020-2021 Leaping Lizard List!
An informative picture book where readers
guess the animal the illustrated toes belong to.
Detailed, realistic illustrations invite children to guess
the animal and learn about its traits.

Richard Turner & Margaret Tolland
36 pages | 240 x 260 mm | September 2019
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-062-7
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

“The layout, painterly artwork, and
repeated litany of the title line work
beautifully together throughout. ... The
idea is an original way to introduce
the youngest children to different
kinds of animals, and preschoolers will
enjoy the interaction of guessing each
animal before the turn of the page.”
—Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)
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Richly detailed and realistic illustrations of various animals
in their natural habitat invite children to guess which
animal each nose belongs to, then to learn a variety
of facts about each animal. An enjoyable, educational
resource for children, caregivers, and classrooms alike.

Richard Turner is a Performing Arts teacher, who
supports children’s creative voices through drama and
dance. He has directed and choreographed musicals,
working with students who can sing and dance way
better than he can.
Margaret Tolland is an artist from New Zealand,
whose illustrations are packed with detail. Margaret
has 20 years’ experience in visual arts education and
gallery work.

3+

Featuring twelve animals and their toes, this
picture book invites readers to guess which animal
the toes belong to. Accompanied with many fun
animal facts and detailed, lifelike illustrations, this
title provides for an interactive reading experience.
An enjoyable, educational resource for children,
caregivers, and classrooms alike.

Richard Turner & Margaret Tolland
36 pages | 260 x 210 mm | July 2021
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-111-2
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

• An interactive book that invites children to guess
which animal the toes belong to.
• Rich, detailed illustrations of animals in their
natural habitat.
• An educational tool filled with fun facts about
animals.
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wacko!

brown bear can’t sleep
3+

Yijun Cai
40 pages | 210 x 245 mm | April 2018
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-048-1
World rights available, except for France, Australia,
Canada, China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

A crafty bear devises a clever plan while the rest
of his friends sleep through the freezing winter.
It is the coldest day of winter, and most of the
animals have gone to bed. But Brown Bear can’t
fall asleep. He wants to go outside, but he needs a
disguise so the cold-loving animals won’t recognise
and ridicule him. But to look like a polar bear, he
needs lots and lots of white wool. And for lots of
wool, Brown Bear needs lots and lots of sheep. So,
Brown Bear starts calculating how many sheep he
will need... Will his sweater plan succeed?

“The artwork features stylized animals with shades
of brown and blue predominating. Those in search of
current titles from China may wish to consider adding
this title as representative.” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)

Yijun Cai, from Hangzhou, China, is a
freelance illustrator and recipient of the
Golden Dragon Award at the Original
Animation & Comic Competition.
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“Simple but colorful illustrations of these anthropomorphic mice
make the book feel light and delightful. ... a celebration of the
uniqueness of the child-grandparent relationship.” —Kirkus
Reviews (U.S.)

3+

Ali Durham
36 pages | 250 x 250 mm | July 2019
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-073-3
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

“The word, ‘wacko’ appears in every second stanza, indicating it
is the grandfather speaking, using an old Australian expression
not often used today which recognises delight and pleasure.
Young children will delight in the new found word, repeating the
stanzas after the reader, learning them for themselves, following
the interaction between the older man and the child, recognising
the humour that lies in the words.” —ReadPlus (Australia)

Ali Durham is an Australian author / illustrator, as well as
a qualified art and early childhood teacher. Her passion for
children’s books has taken her to faraway places, including
London and Italy, where she studied children’s book illustration.
Ali loves spending time with her two children, bush walking,
reading, playing in a band, and creating books in her messy
studio in the Adelaide Hills.

An encouraging, celebratory journey through the major
milestones of childhood told through a conversationin-verse between child and grandparent.
This short, joyful, rhyming picture book tells a simple story
of growing up and nurturing a special relationship with
a grandparent. It depicts the major milestones a young
child reaches in the early years of development, such
as walking, learning to eat independently, riding a bike,
beginning to write and draw, and finally going to school.
Each stanza and double spread depicts this growth
and development in progression, and the text
alternates between child and Grandpa, who share
each experience with humor and joy!
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3+

Hide and Seek

3+

Hey You!

This game of hide-and-seek features colourful
characters and black and white illustrations and is
an imaginative way to teach colours to children.

Various familiar animals model the kind of
household chores children can help with.

A colourful group of children plays hide-and-seek in
a black and white forest. See where each child hides
and what they plan to do to stay out of sight. Enjoy this
simple tale, where life is breathed into the illustrations
through the intentional use of colour.
Kristen Harvey
40 pages | 210 x 210 mm | August 2021
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-109-9
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Hemu Wu
32 pages | 185 x 170 mm | August 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-076-4
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and
Educational Descriptions Supplied by Marla
Conn - Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: I
Grade Level Equivalent: 1
Picture book, Story elements: setting: woods, plot
and character development, point of view, early
concepts: colours, Illustrations enhance meaning
and tone, Comprehension strategies: identify
different points of view, sequence of events and
colour words. Themes: play, colours.
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Familiar animals model various household chores
of the kind that children can learn to do. With
bright, appealing illustrations and simple rhyming
language, this book encourages participation in
jobs around the house and brings out the fun in
everyday chores.

Hemu Wu resides in Hunan, China, where he illustrates
children’s books. At first, Hemu was not interested
in children’s picture books, until one day, as he was
browsing a bookshop, he took a closer look at them.
From then on, Hemu discovered his passion for
creating picture books. Hemu likes everything about
nature, taking his dog with him when he draws in the
forest, and living simply. As long as he has books to
read, tools to draw, and bread, then he’s all set. Hemu
has many stories to share with his readers.

• Colourful illustrations with appealing
animal characters.
• Shows a variety of household chores
children can learn to help with and
encourages participation.
• Rhyming words and rhythm increase
readability.

Kristen Harvey lives in Queanbeyan,
Australia, with her husband and son. She has
a passion for engaging with people and a
background working with children through
dance and summer camps. She spends a lot
of time reading books with her son, and they
enjoy their days exploring outside, dancing,
and coming up with songs and rhymes.
Kristen is promoting her first children’s
book, Hey You, which brings out the fun in
everyday household chores.
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3+

The Music Tree
Luke won’t play the trumpet Grandpa gave him until he
discovers a seed Grandpa sent will only grow when it
hears music.
Luke the frog is too busy to play the trumpet his grandfather
sent him, and when Grandpa sends him a seed, Luke is
frustrated that it is slow to grow—until it responds to the
music of a band of street musicians. Luke and the musicians
play until the magical tree is tall and strong, and until Luke
loves playing his trumpet. This is a story about patience and
effort with delightful retro/folk art style illustrations.

Julia Valtanen
40 pages | 275 x 210 mm | February 2021
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-129-7
World rights available, except for France, Australia,
Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

“Luke is quite a busy frog. ... Luke and the
other anthropomorphized animals are
depicted clothed and in human habitation
in the happy, playful, childlike paintings;
with their bright, colorful hues, they are in
perfect synchrony with the simple, direct
text.” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)

Julia Valtanen is an author and illustrator
currently living in Tallinn, Estonia. Julia has an
MA degree in graphic design with many years
experience in this field. However, Julia has
recently found her real passion - writing and
illustrating stories for children. The main source
of Julia’s inspiration is nature and she uses this
to help teach children to love and care about
their environment.

dee the bee
A descriptive picture book about the fruits
and vegetables bees pollinate.
Pollination is a very important part of the life
cycle of plants. This title explores the role of bees
in the pollination process. Readers will see that
many of their favourite fruits, vegetables and
plants depend on the hard work of bees.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and
Educational Descriptions Supplied by Marla Conn Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: K
Grade Level Equivalent: 2
Picture book, Life science: behaviors and characteristics
of bees, pollination, plants, poetry, rhythm and rhyme,
colourful text, illustrations enhance meaning and tone, Story
elements: setting: garden, plot and character development;
Dee the Bee, language: sort categories of words: fruits and
vegetables, Non fiction back matter: diagram and labels,
informational text, facts, planting to welcome bees.

4+

Dolores Keaveney
32 pages | 210 x 210 mm | September 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-096-2
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.
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• Full-colour illustrations with fun, rhyming
text introduces young readers to bees,
and the many fruits and vegetables
they pollinate.
• Includes STEM information during the
story and includes a separate spread
which details individual parts of flowers
and plants, the steps for pollination, and
bee activity.
• Excellent resource for families and
educators on the importance of bees
and efforts to bring back declining bee
populations at home and in schools.

Dolores Keaveney is a children’s book author
and illustrator currently residing in Ireland.
Dolores has been painting for the better part of
forty years and has had many exhibitions. She
enjoys illustrating and creating children’s stories,
having written and illustrated twelve children’s
picture books. Her art is vibrant, colourful, loose
and uplifting. She draws her inspiration from
her garden in summertime when it is packed
full of beautiful flowers.

Jasper’s Barn

Lost in the Forest
Pip the takahē bird is lost in the forest and searches for a
place to sleep, finally finding his mother and home.

Jasper the cat is angry when Elsa the owl comes
to live in his barn and hunting ground, until they
become allies and friends.

4+

Jasper the barn cat loves his hunting ground and
territory, the old, abandoned barn at the edge of the
forest. When Elsa the owl moves in unexpectedly,
Jasper is forced to share and learns to work with
someone else. Accompanied by soft watercolor-style
illustrations with a soft, muted color palette.

Rosemary Shojaie
40 pages | 250 x 215 mm | June 2023
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-168-6
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

• Soft, watercolor-style illustrations with a
muted color palette
• Themes of learning to find common
ground and amity
• Deals with a familiar childhood problem,
learning to share gracefully
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Rosemary Shojaie is an author-illustrator based
in Rochester, NY. She attended the University of
Rochester and the Cambridge School of Art, where
she received her MA in Children’s Book Illustration.
Her first picture book, The Snow Fox, was published
by Starfish Bay Publishing in 2020. Rosemary’s work
generally involves a combination of graphite pencil,
colored pencil, pastels, and gouache, and she is
currently enjoying experimenting with linocut and
other printmaking techniques.

4+

David Rei Miller & Haden Clendinning
36 pages | 230 x 230 mm | February 2023
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-173-0
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

• Children will identify with the fear of
being lost or separated from loved
ones and seeking home and comfort.
• Teaches children about the New Zealand animal species and adjectives
such as tall, small, high, dark, etc.
• Bold and vibrant textured illustrations
with appealing animal characters.

Pip the takahē bird is lost in the forest and searches for a
place to sleep, but the other animals’ sleeping spots are
wrong for him. On this journey through the New Zealand
forest, children will meet various New Zealand species and
learn adjectives that describe each animal’s sleeping place.
Children will identify with Pip’s fear of being lost and alone
and with the comfort of finding home and family in this
vibrantly and gorgeously illustrated book.

David Rei Miller is an environmental engineer
of NgātiTūwharetoa, NgātiKahungunu, and New
Zealand European descent. He has had a short
story published in the Massey University magazine
Craccum and received Highly Commended for his
poem Kaupokonui in the Ronald Hugh Morrieson
Literary Awards. He has been lost in the same
swamp on two separate occasions.
Haden Clendinning is an illustrator and graphic
artist whose first book, Hungry Birds of Africa, was
published in 2018 by Penguin Random House South
Africa. Haden is from Durban, South Africa, and
moved to New Zealand in 1998. He has a love of
both African and New Zealand wildlife.
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4+

The Snow Fox

A Stranger
Comes to Town

Left alone when his friends hibernate, Nico the fox makes a friend
from snow and befriends a real snow fox in the process.
Nico is a little red fox that spends spring, summer and autumn with
his three friends, Ava, Olive and Linus. When his woodland friends
hibernate for the winter, Nico is left all alone in a snowy wonderland.
He unsuccessfully searches for a friend to keep him company during
the long winter. To pass time, Nico builds a fox from snow. Little does
he know, he’s about to become friends with a real snow fox. A story
about cherishing old friends, perseverance, and making new friends.
Rosemary Shojaie
40 pages | 250 x 215 mm | November 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-099-3
World rights available, except for
France, Australia, Canada, China, Ireland,
New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and
Educational Descriptions Supplied by Marla Conn Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: J
Grade Level Equivalent: 1
Picture book, Life science context: animals & seasons,
habitat, Story elements: setting: The woodlands, plot and
character development, main character, Nico the red
fox, problem and solution, speech bubbles, Illustrations
enhance meaning and tone, Comprehension strategies:
Predicting outcomes, sequence events, identify cause
and effect relationships, & changes from beginning to
end of the story. Themes: our natural world, hibernation,
animals, loneliness, friendship.

“Shojaie’s debut picture book gently extols the virtues
of making different friends in different seasons of life.”
—Publishers Weekly (U.S.)
“The illustrations, rendered in soft, pale washes of tan,
gray, green, and white, evoke an ethereal, indistinct
woodland background, enhancing the still atmosphere
of the spare text. ... A quiet tale of friendship with a
delightful surprise twist.” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)

Starred review from Kirkus Reviews.
Selected in Kirkus’ Best Books of 2020 Picture Books category.

A boy tries to help a hungry polar bear
stranded in his island village but needs his
grandpa’s help to get the bear home.
Follow the funny story of a boy who tries
to help the unexpected arrival to his small
island town. One day, Henry wakes up and
gets ready for sleigh rides in the snow, but
he encounters a polar bear instead. It’s up
to Henry and his grandpa to sneak the polar
bear off the remote island. Will the polar bear
make it back to the North Pole?

4+

• A boy meets a lost polar bear in this
picture book about helping a new
friend get back to where he belongs.
• Appealing, well-designed, humorous
illustrations as the bear learns about
the small town the boy calls home.
• A story of teamwork between a
boy, his grandfather, and a bear with
themes of compassion, friendship,
and helping despite difference.

Maria Kristjansdottir recently graduated with
an MA in
Children’s Book Illustration from the Cambrid
ge School
of Art. Growing up in Iceland, she enjoyed bein
g active,
spending summers running wild, and making
up stories
at her grandparent’s house in the countrysi
de on
the west coast of Iceland. She also used ever
y
opportunity to doodle and draw on anything
she
could find. Illustrating and making children’s
books
is a terrific way of combining her need to draw
and her love of making stories.

Maria Kristjansdottir
32 pages | 283 x 200 mm | November 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-086-3
World rights available, except for Korea, Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.
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Arturo
eater who loves
A funny tale of a naughty ant
and gets stuck
being the centre of attention
when the wind changes.
he loves to pull
Arturo is a cheeky show-off and
ly wants to be
faces and be silly. He desperate
n and even has
the centre of everybody’s attentio
famous anteater
dreams of becoming the most
the blue, he gets
in the whole wide world. Out of
and all eyes are
just what he’s been wishing for
ht turnout to be
on him! But will life in the spotlig
s, cautionary
riou
everything he imagined...? A hila
eater who loves
tale of a naughty, very cheeky ant
to be the centre of attention.
Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and Educational
Descriptions Supplied by Marla Conn - Reading and Literacy
Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: L
Grade Level Equivalent: 2
Picture book, animal fantasy, SEL: Social Emotional Learning; learning
to stop attention seeking behaviors, Story elements: setting, plot and
character development, main character, Arturo, figurative language:
idiom, Illustrations enhance meaning and tone, Comprehension
strategies: identify cause and effect relationships and changes from
beginning to end of the story, make text to self connections. Themes:
just be yourself, cheeky, rude behaviors have consequences.

4+

Hannah Beech
36 pages | 215 x 240 mm | October 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-087-0
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.
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“An anteater is antsy for world fame. ...
Comical cartoons feature lots of white
space; Arturo’s exaggerated facial
features enhance the fun. A sly, winking
acknowledgment
that
naughtiness
is harder to root out than one might
wish.”—Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)

Hannah Beech is an illustrator and
designer based in Cornwall, UK.
She studied illustration at Bath Spa
University and later completed her
MA in Children’s Book Illustration
at the Cambridge School of Arts,
UK. Since graduating, Hannah has
designed characters and patterns for
kids’ clothing and grown-up textiles,
and dabbled in a little bit of toy
design too. Hannah also works as a
graphic designer and creates her own
handmade screen-prints. When she’s
not busy colouring in, you’ll probably
find her walking on the cliff tops,
eating ice cream or planning her next
adventure over the sea and far away...

footprints in the
clouds
4+

Zhiwei Xing
36 pages | 264 x 215 mm | August 2019
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-055-9
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

A magic-filled story that illustrates the
power of imagination.
This is a delightful tale about a boy
named Tom and his magical red socks.
Tom’s adventures in faraway lands are
brought to life with an imaginative story
and stunning, colourful illustrations.
Through the eyes of a child, readers will
be taken on a magical journey showing
the power of imagination.

“Simple, almost folktalelike text celebratesthe
imagination in this visually dense offering.”
—Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)

Zhiwei Xing graduated from the Xiamen
University of Technology with a degree
in animation. He came to love illustrating,
especially children’s picture books, during
his exchange program to the Ming Chuan
University in Taiwan. Having grown up
playing in the forest and catching fish in
the river each summer, he still appreciates
everything related to nature.
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4+

seed magic

4+

bizz buzz boss

Seed Magic has been awarded a Kirkus Star.

“Bizz Buzz Boss encourages children to step outdoors to
learn about, and appreciate, this complex community. Highly
recommended.” —Reading Time (Australia)

“McKinnon’s ecologically minded tale unfolds with a gentleness
that’s in perfect harmony with her lesson. Tolland’s beautiful
illustrations do not anthropomorphize her characters but invest
them with personality nonetheless; Little Spider’s garden is
indeed a lovely one. Sublime.” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)
Natalie McKinnon & Margaret Tolland
40 pages | 210 x 255 mm | April 2018
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-031-3
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

“A gentle tale of friendship combined with information on the
life cycle of plants. Useful for teaching environmental lessons to
early elementary schoolers.” —School Library Journal (U.S.)
“Seed Magic is suitable for Junior Primary Science classes
observing plants and their life cycles.”—ReadPlus (Australia)

“This fun picture book
features delightful
characters, an engaging
story and themes of
teamwork, problem solving
and friendship. ... This would
make a wonderful teaching
tool for children learning
about nature, seasons and
gardening.”
—Reading Time (Australia)
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Natalie McKinnon is an early childhood
educator with over twenty years’ teaching
experience in Australia. Natalie also presents
environmental workshops for pre-school and
elementary audiences.
Margaret Tolland is an artist from New Zealand,
whose illustrations are packed with detail.
Margaret has 20 years’ experience in visual arts
education and gallery work.

“Useful information and important insightdelivered in mediocre
verse and via gender stereotype.” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)

“Bizz Buzz Boss is a didactic tale suited for sharing with young
audience.”—ReadPlus (Australia)

Natalie McKinnon & Margaret Tolland
36 pages | 240 x 260 mm | March 2019
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-056-6
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

An anti-bullying message of tolerance
and teamwork woven into a kid-friendly
explanation of insects’ roles in nature.
Little Spider lives a peaceful life in a peaceful
corner of the garden. Every day, she is soothed
by the gentle sounds of the other creatures
around her. But every day, Bossy Bee arrives to
shatter the peace and quiet. Bossy Bee has no
time for anyone else. She thinks she is the most
important and busiest creature in the garden.
But then the others play a trick on her, and she
comes to see that the other garden creatures
also have useful jobs.
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a web for all seasons
A bored spider wants to quit spinning webs,
but she can’t have new adventures without
maintaining the rituals that define her.

4+

Natalie McKinnon & Margaret Tolland
36 pages | 240 x 260 mm | July 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-063-4
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Little Spider spins her webs all day, each day, until
she grows bored and declares she is done with
spinning. But through each season, as she seeks
the new adventures she desires, she finds spinning
a web is necessary. A tale about self-acceptance
and appreciation of one’s own gifts, beautifully
illustrated with mixed media, with lyrical language
that makes it a delightful read-aloud.

• Appealing lyrical language and onomatopoeia make it a
delightful read-aloud.

Pann the Prepared Panda
4+

Pann Panda is going to Australia, and his forest friends
help him decide what to pack in this story about thoughtful
preparation.
One day, Pann the Panda is relaxing and eating his favorite
bamboo when he hears some exciting news. He has been chosen
to represent his animal kingdom on a visit to Australia to see their
zoos. Pann is leaving the next day, so he must start packing! The
other animals eagerly give him advice on what to pack, such as
an umbrella to shield Pann from sunshine and rain, comfortable
shoes, a beach chair, and more. What else should Pann bring with
him? A story about thoughtfully preparing and packing for travel.

Shiyin Pan & Margaret Tolland
36 pages | 240 x 260 mm | August 2021
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-100-6
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

• A story about self-acceptance and appreciation of one’s
own qualities.
Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and
Educational Descriptions Supplied by Marla Conn Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: K
Grade Level Equivalent: 2
Picture book, The Spider series, Life science context:
behaviors and characteristics of spiders, Earth science:
seasons, Story elements setting: forest, plot and character
development: main character, Little Spider, problem and
solution, figurative language: onomatopoeia, repeated
words and phrases, illustrations enhance meaning and
tone, Comprehension strategies: identify cause and
effect relationships, main idea and details and make
predictions. Themes: Our natural world, spiders, survival.
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• Detailed mixed media illustrations with interesting
textures and dynamic design.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and
Educational Descriptions Supplied by Marla
Conn - Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: L
Grade Level Equivalent: 2
Picture book, animal fantasy, Story elements: setting:
Bamboo forest, plot and character development,
main character, Pann the Panda, new vocabulary:
ambassador, Australia, Illustrations enhance meaning
and tone, Comprehension strategies: Make text
to world connections, identify cause and effect
relationships and changes from beginning to end of
the story. Themes: Australia, travel, organization.

Born and raised in Chongqing, China, Shiyin Pan
had a dream of writing a series of children’s picture
books with a panda bear main character. After
relocating to Australia and giving birth to a baby
girl, Shiyin found some free time in between taking
care of her household and reading stacks of picture
books to her adorable daughter. Her dream of
writing a panda bear story came true. Pann the
Prepared Panda is her first children’s book and will
be the initial title for her Pann Panda series.

• A message about being prepared for whatever you do.
• Detailed and lively illustrations of animals.
• Encourages children to employ critical thinking.
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Watch Out,
Snail!

“The artwork is detailed, and the purple, brown, and
green hues truly reflect the nighttime scene. Further
information after the story provides some insight into
the history of the Powelliphanta snail and will likely
spark the interest of young bug enthusiasts.”
—School Library Journal (U.S.)
“This is an engaging nonfiction addition for early
readers and listeners. The active, alliterative text reads
aloud well, and additional notes and illustrations at the
end of the book offer more scientific information for
those looking to go deeper.” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)
“It is great to see an information book for young
readers about a little-known animal with such an
engaging storyline and attractive illustrations.”
—Reading Time (Australia)
“Highly recommended.” —ReadPlus (Australia)

4+

Gay Hay & Margaret Tolland
40 pages | 240 x 260 mm | May 2017
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-032-0
Design: With UV finish on the cover and
interior pages.
World rights available, except for Australia,
Canada, China, Ireland, New Zealand, the
UK and the US.

A finalist for the New Zeland Post’s Children’s
Book Award, this is educational story follows a unique snail
species exploring the forest at night.
This gorgeously illustrated picture book showcases the native
Powelliphanta snail on its perilous nighttime hunt. It explores
the forest during the night while facing dangers along the way.
A little-known New Zealand creature, the Powelliphanta is not
at all like your average garden snail. It is huge, handsome and
carnivorous! This story teaches children about the circle of life
within nature.

Gay Hay is a New Zealand environmental enthusiast. Over the many years of her primary school teaching she
has helped children plant and nurture thousands of native trees. She has been involved in many environmental
initiatives on the Kapiti Coast and is currently leading the lizard investigation as part of the Kapiti Biodiversity Project.
Margaret Tolland is an artist from New Zealand, whose illustrations are packed with detail. Margaret has 20
years’ experience in visual arts education and gallery work.
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Go, Green Gecko!
4+

ges for food in this
Follow a green gecko as it scaven
ry.
entertaining and educational sto
gecko as it scavenges for food,
This book follows a curious green
s the bush. It also includes
facing other predators as it explore
kos, their behaviour, and their
factual information about green gec
children! Weaving the facts into
life cycle—a great learning tool for
ers to provide answers to all
the story allows teachers and car
to have at the end.
the questions children are bound

Gay Hay & Margaret Tolland
40 pages | 240 x 260 mm | May 2017
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-033-7
Design: With UV finish on the cover and with surprise flap.
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada, China,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

“Who knew a gecko’s life could be so thrilling?”
—Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)
“This title does a good job in introducing
preschoolers to life sciences, and the simple text
makes this a good selection for a storytime.”
—School Library Journal (U.S.)
“Brilliant paintings by fellow Kiwi Margaret Tolland
zoom in on details from gecko’s scaley skin and
blue mouth to the scarlet blooms of the rata tree.
Fun facts about this wee reptile round out the
entertaining and educational walkabout.”
—Foreword Reviews (U.S.)
“Go, Green Gecko! is a winner on all counts; loved
by this oldie just as much as I am sure it will be
loved by lots of littlies.” —Reading Time (Australia)
“Highly recommended.” —ReadPlus (Australia)
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fantail’s quilt
4+

“Honored as a finalist for a New Zealand illustration award
when it was first published in 2012, this story of determined
bird parents can nest safely on American nature shelves
as well.” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)
“Recommended. ... A real pleasure to see a differently
presented illustrative technique which pushes the reader
to think about and question what they are seeing.”
—ReadPlus (Australia)

Gay Hay & Margaret Tolland
36 pages | 240 x 260 mm | August 2019
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-071-9
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

“Peek into the heart of New Zealand’s lush landscape
in this riveting tale of survival and suspense. A fierce
mother fantail zealously guards her nest of eggs against
scavenging rats, each scene created in contrast, its
snippets of colour set against shades of black and gray
and featuring a bevy of native flowers, plants, animals,
and insects. The future of the eggs is uncertain, and the
expressively concise narrative creates an evocative action
sequence in the wild.” —Foreword Reviews (U.S.)

A beautifully illustrated story of a
mother bird protecting her young.
Mother Fantail dreams of raising a happy
family, and carefully prepares her nest,
while Rat sniffs around for dinner. What
will happen when their paths cross? A
beautifully illustrated story about a mother
bird who works hard to prepare her nest
and guard her chicks against predators.
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4+

has illustrated
Author and illustrator Tony Song
His books are
ks.
a wide variety of children’s boo
that happen to
inspired by extraordinary things
no end to the
him every day. For Tony, there is
ney, Australia,
Syd
wonders in life. He resides in
Ryan, and a
with his wife, two boys, Jaxon and
sleepy old dog named Onion.

Tony Song
32 pages | 210 x 210 mm | July 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-097-9
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and Educational Descriptions
Supplied by Marla Conn - Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: J
Grade Level Equivalent: 1
Picture book, animal fantasy, narrative prose, story elements: setting, plot
and character development, point of view, main character, Nick the Raccoon,
humorous tone, illustrations enhance meaning and tone, Comprehension
strategies: make inferences, predict outcomes, make text to self connections.
Theme: procrastination, creative imagination.
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4+

The Tale of Mr. Moon

The Crocodile Bird

“This friendship tale does double duty as a discussion starter
about the phases of the moon.” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)

Explores the alleged symbiotic relationship
between crocodiles and Egyptian plovers in
rhyming verse.

A lonely moon accidentally falls to Earth, where he makes
many new friends who help him back to the sky.
When a lonely moon, looking for a friend, accidentally falls to
Earth, he finds the townspeople eager to help fix him and get
him back to his home, the sky. A lyrical story in rhyming verse
accompanied by unique, charming illustrations.
Emily May
36 pages | 210 x 255 mm | January 2021
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-133-4
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and
Educational Descriptions Supplied by Marla Conn
- Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: K
Grade Level Equivalent: 2
Picture book, tale, rhythm and rhyme, Earth and
space science context: moon, Story elements: setting, plot and character development, main character,
Mr. Moon, problem and solution, Illustrations enhance
meaning and tone, Comprehension strategies: Predicting outcomes, cause and effect relationships, &
changes from beginning to end of the story. Theme:
Why the moon appears to disappear in the sky.
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Like many great adventurers, Emily May,
best known by her alter ego ‘The Nonsense
Maker’. By day, you can spot her caffeinefueled, roaming the inner laneways of
Melbourne, Australia, and by night, she
explores secret passageways winding to
worlds only accessible in dreams.

• Lyrical, rhyming verse and a surreal story of the
Moon coming down to Earth – and the rescue
efforts to fix it - that will delight readers.
• Charming and unique illustrations.
• A sweet story about where the Moon disappears to
each month, includes phases of the Moon.

4+

Richard Turner & Margaret Tolland
32 pages | 240 x 260 mm | October 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-104-4
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and
Educational Descriptions Supplied by Marla Conn
- Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: N
Grade Level Equivalent: 3
Picture book, non-fiction prose, rhythm and rhyme,
Life science: behaviors and characteristics of
crocodiles and Egyptian plover bird, symbiotic
relationships, Story elements: setting: Nile River, plot
and character development, figurative language:
simile, illustrations enhance meaning and tone,
Comprehension strategies: identify main idea and
details, cause and effect relationships, compare and
contrast, summarize. Themes: Our natural world,
unlikely friendships; Crocodile and Plover bird.

All the creatures in the River Nile flee when they
see the crocodile—all except one, that is. Unafraid, a
little bird called a plover enters the crocodile’s open
mouth, showing an alleged symbiotic relationship
between two species. This book with rhyming verse
and realistic illustrations will entertain and educate.

“If you think a bird and a crocodile can’t get along,
think again. ... An unusual partnership in the natural
world that should appeal to young animal lovers.”
—Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)
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Little Boy George
Wants to Be a Bird

Sweet Town
4+

“Walker pens repetitive prose ideal for readalouds in this
simple tale following little boy George, a light-skinned
child in a blue onesie who wishes to become an array of
animals in turn. ... Whimsical line drawings reminiscent
of Dr. Seuss’s art portray the child walking along sinuous
paths, accompanied by each animal against light gradient
backgrounds.” —Publishers Weekly (U.S.)

4+

Coral Walker
40 pages | 280 x 210 mm | August 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-072-6
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and
Educational Descriptions Supplied by Marla Conn
- Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: H
Grade Level Equivalent: 1
Picture book, Story elements: setting, plot and
character development, main character, Little
Boy George, Illustrations enhance meaning and
tone, Comprehension strategies: Make text to self
connections, identify cause and effect relationships and
changes from beginning to end of the story. Themes:
creative imagination, it’s good to be you!
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A little boy dreams of being many things but
ultimately just wants to be himself.
Spirited little George wants to be many things: a
bird with wings, a whale with a wide tail, a monkey
with long and strong arms, and a lion with a golden
mane. But at the end of the day, George just wants
to be a little boy, to be cuddled tightly in his mother’s
arms, and to listen to stories. Paired with quirky and
imaginative illustrations, Little Boy George Wants to be
a Bird is intended to nurture an adventurous spirit and
highlight the importance of a loving childhood.

• Colourful, quirky illustrations.
• A morality tale that will make children think twice
about eating too many sweet foods.

A comic, idiosyncratic book about the importance
of good manners, shown through the exploits of
a stubborn but recognizable main character, and
depicted in colourful, quirky illustrations.

Coral Walker
28 pages | 215 x 236 mm | June 2021
Paperback Picture Book
978-1-76036-144-0
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Harriet is a stubborn child, who never says “please” and
hates being asked to do so. Because of her rudeness she
misses out on many wonderful things. She decides this
isn’t fair, and goes off to find a place where nobody ever
says “please.” But in the town of Never-Say-Please, the
townsfolk grab everything before she has a chance to do
anything. Hungry and miserable, she climbs a fruit-laden
apple tree, but a group of monkeys take all the apples.
Harriet is exhausted and desperate. Will she finally agree
to say “please?” The book is intended to show its young
audience that manners are important, and help make the
world run smoothly.

Coral Walker —who now resides in a
picturesque village near the River Taff in
Cardiff, Wales—was raised in southern
China. Writing and drawing have been
two constant loves in her life. For many
years, she juggled being a mother, a
full-time academic teaching computer
science, and an artist. She first ventured
into children’s illustration to keep her own
children entertained. Once she started,
she couldn’t stop. Throughout the years,
she has tried various mediums, including
watercolor, acrylic, and oil painting.
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The Worry Warthog
“This sweet piece of bibliotherapy
delivers uncomplicated, commonsense
advice to young readers/listeners who
may occasionally find themselves
beset by troubling concerns. Cute,
simple cartoons depict Ralph and
company in a sympathetic, gently
humorous, child-appealing light.”
—Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)

4+

Lucy Pickett
36 pages | 273 x 215 mm | July 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-066-5
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Set in an African jungle, a warthog realises that
everyone has worries and how to handle his worries.
What are some of your worries? Ralph the worried warthog
has plenty of worries, and they all seem impossible to
overcome. A hedgehog helps show Ralph that this is certainly
not the case. The lion is scared of thunderstorms, the ground
squirrel is nervous about preparing for winter and the frog is
worried he can’t jump as high as his friends. Every animal has
their own worries, and Ralph learns that a way to handle his
worries is to talk about them! This story encourages empathy
as it shows that we all have our own worries.

Lucy Pickett is originally from the southwest of England but
now lives in Cambridge, UK. She studied a BA in Illustration at
the Plymouth University before studying her MA in Children’s
Book Illustration at the Cambridge School of Art. She always
wanted to be an artist when she was growing up, apart from a
brief period during which she wanted to be a popstar. Her first
public display of artwork was on the side of a recycling truck
after winning a competition when she was fourteen. When she
isn’t drawing, she can be found listening to music and making
friends with cute animals. Her favourite things include cups of
tea and a nicely sharpened 2B pencil.

4+

It’s Okay to
Feel This Way
A child names and describes the various feelings she
experiences and shows it is okay to feel them.
A child explores her feelings, naming and describing
them, showing it is okay to have a variety of feelings,
and that feelings can change depending on the
circumstances. With bold, colourful and simple mixed
media illustrations, this book encourages self-awareness
and self-acceptance.

Sara Biviano
36 pages | 215 x 215 mm | July 2021
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-110-5
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

• Names and describes the various
feelings children may experience.
• Encourages self-awareness and selfacceptance.

Sara Biviano is a graphic artist and illustrator based
in Melbourne, Australia. She studied cartooning and
illustration and has worked predominantly as a textile
and clothing designer, specializing in licensed product
design and clothing for children. Her artwork is created
from a combination of hand drawing, painting, digital
art, collage, and photography. She loves inspiring
children to be imaginative through art, writing, and
creative workshops and lives by the philosophy that
one of the best gifts you can give a child is inspiration.
Her other loves (besides her family) are art, astronomy,
architecture, and gardening.

• Bold, simple, and colourful illustration.
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Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and Educational
Descriptions Supplied by Marla Conn - Reading and
Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: L
Grade Level Equivalent: 2
Picture book, animal fantasy, SEL: Social Emotional Learning,
coping with worry, Story elements: setting: Africa, plot and
character development, main character, Ralph the Warthog,
figurative language: metaphor, Illustrations enhance meaning
and tone, Comprehension strategies: identify cause and
effect relationships and changes from beginning to end of
the story, make text to self connections. Themes: secrets,
bravery vs fear, ask for help, support of friends & family.
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̄ ̄ Finds a Home
Weta

Hugo The Wicked Eye
Hugo the penguin has an eye that can see things
others can’t and uses it to help his friends.

While searching the forest for the perfect home,
a wētā encounters obstacles and predators.

5+

Laura Albulario & Abi Fraser
44 pages | 280 x 232 mm | April 2023
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-174-7
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

In the bushland, a wētā is looking for the perfect
hidey hole home. But each time wētā finds what
seems like the perfect spot, it is occupied by
other hungry creatures, predators, and even
another wētā. Readers will enjoy learning about
the creatures of the New Zealand bushland while
dramatic tension keeps them turning the page
in this lyrically written,detailed and realistically
illustrated picture book about these fascinating
creatures.

• Short sentences/phrases and lyrical language
create poetry and dramatic tension, which will
keep readers turning the page.
• Readers will learn about the environment
and creatures of the New Zealand bushland.
Includes a facts section in the back matter.
• Detailed, realistic illustrations give readers an
accurate view of what New Zealand and its
creatures are like.
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5+

Sev Ozan
40 pages | 267 x 210 mm | May 2023
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-177-8
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

• An entertaining and quirky story about
acceptance and friendship.
• Encourages children to be heroes and
has a mask to cut out and wear.

Hugo thinks he is a regular penguin until he goes to
school, where his classmates call him Hugo the Wicked
Eye, and Hugo is lonely. But when he joins a school trip to
the North Pole, Hugo makes new friends and discovers
that his wicked eye has a special power, which he uses
to save the day in this charming and quirky story about
acceptance, friendship, and being heroic using your
unique qualities.

Sev Ozan was a very curious child with a wild
imagination. She loved taking her imaginary
friends on the most excellent adventures and
dreamed of a world that was full of sunshine and
love. She loved to draw, and her dreams became
her reality in pencil, paint, and ink. Today, she lives
in the wonderland of Aotearoa, New Zealand,
with her best friend and husband Alper and their
mischievous kitty Maddy. She combined her two
passions of storytelling and making art and created
this book HUGO THE WICKED EYE for superheroes.
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Leggy Peggy

Norman Blue
I’m a cocky, too

The toucan who can’t, until she cancan

Norman Blue tries hard to fit in with the flock, in
this funny, heartwarming story about having the
courage to accept yourself.

A long-legged, dancing toucan discovers it is hard to
fit in when you are born to stand out.

5+

Laura Albulario & Abi Fraser
44 pages | 280 x 232 mm | November 2022
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-174-7
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

• Empowering message of accepting your
unique features, using them to advantage, and eliminating self-doubt.
• Jaunty rhyming verse and onomatopoeia
make this a fun read-aloud.
• Captivating illustrations with unique and
quirky characters.
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Deep in the jungle, young Peggy the toucan grows unusually long, pink legs. She is different to the others and
spends her days trying – and failing – to fit in. Things
change for Peggy when she discovers the wonderful
world of cancan dancing and accepts that she was born
to stand out. Through jaunty rhyme, quirky, freehand
digital illustrations and unique characters, Leggy Peggy
shows the power of resilience, the benefits of overcoming self-doubt, and the magic of being unique.

Laura Albulario is a Sydney-based
journalist who thinks every human – and
animal – has a quirky side and a story to
tell. When she isn’t daydreaming about
the secret lives of birds, she can be found
adventuring outdoors with her husband
Jonathan, their two little boys Xavier and
Jonah, and a rescue dog called Oliver.

5+

Laura Albulario & Abi Fraser
44 pages | 280 x 232 mm | February 2023
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-175-4
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

• A story about difference, adversity,
self-realisation, and self-acceptance.
• Charming, vibrant hand-drawn digital
illustrations with appealing characters.
• Upbeat, fast-paced rhyming verse.

Norman Blue badly wants to fit in, but he has a secret:
he doesn’t have a crest like the other cockatoos. He
tries to do all the things cockatoos do: screeching when
he’d rather sing, preening vainly, munching on houses,
and poo-bombing across town. But when he loses his
fake crest one day, he meets a unique possum and
realises he can have the courage to be who he is, too.
In this charmingly illustrated story about difference and
bravery, readers will learn the power of self-acceptance.

Abi Fraser developed her vibrant,
personality-rich style with paint, pencil and
ink beneath her fingernails. The British
Sydney-based designer and illustrator has
since taken her original flair into the digital
realm. A prolific creator, Abi always has a
project in flight, which, quite often, involves
a loveable bird or two.
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The Debonair Bear

Jungle Junk

5+

reuse, recycle... reimagine!

5+

Six animal friends decide to clean up their
jungle home, make musical instruments from
the junk, and start an orchestra.

Richard Turner & Giulia Lombardo
40 pages | 210 x 255 mm | February 2023
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-112-9
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

• Lyrical language with rhyming
elements.
• Teaches children to clean up,
reuse, and recycle.
• Shows friends working as a
team and showing ingenuity for
a common purpose.
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A debonair bear lazes atop his lair, as the other
animals gather around. He thinks they are
admiring his fancy clothes and accessories, but
little does he know his underwear is showing! An
amusing story in rhyming verse.

When six animal friends see their jungle home
covered in rubbish, they decide to clean up, turn
the junk into musical instruments, and become an
orchestra. An amusing tale told in lyrical language
about reusing and recycling.
Richard Turner & Deborah Sheehy
32 pages | 215 x 233 mm | February 2023
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-155-6
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Richard Turner is a Performing Arts teacher, who
supports children’s creative voices through drama
and dance. He has directed and choreographed
musicals, working with students who can sing and
dance way better than he can.
Giulia Lombardo was born in Florence, Italy on
Christmas Eve, 1991. Giulia graduated from the
Nemo Academy of Digital Arts in 2013, and since
then has worked as a children’s book illustrator
alongside several international publishers. In her
spare time, Giulia builds vintage chicken coops,
produces homemade yoghurt and enjoys trekking.

A bear thinks the animals admire his fancy
clothes and accessories but doesn’t realise his
underwear is showing.

• Jaunty rhyming verse make this a
fun read-aloud.
• Fun and detailed illustrations.
• A light-hearted story about a funny
mix-up involving underwear.

Richard Turner is a Performing Arts teacher, who
supports children’s creative voices through drama
and dance. He has directed and choreographed
musicals, working with students who can sing and
dance way better than he can.
Born in Glasgow, Deborah Sheehy grew up with
a longing to wander. So on leaving university
she spent some years living in lands near and
far, including the Philippines, India and Wales.
Inspired by stories old and new and a deep love
of creatures of all furs and feathers, Deborah
returned to Scotland in 2015 to become a full time
artist and children’s illustrator.
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Mole on Patrol

Mali’s Magical Day
With a magical wind’s help, a boy finds the
courage to step outside of his comfort zone,
have the adventure he has wished for, and
help another.

5+

Victoria Byron
36 pages | 250 x 250 mm | November 2022
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-160-0
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Victoria Byron lives in the UK with her
husband and two children. She was an art
teacher before obtaining an MA in Children’s
Book Illustration and becoming a full-time
illustrator. One of Victoria’s earliest memories
is looking up into an old apple tree and
seeing a face on the markings of a tiny
apple. The rest of her childhood was spent
outdoors inventing characters from snails,
leaves and acorns, which has helped her
create children’s stories.
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Mali wishes to have a real adventure outside the
comfort of his home, but he is unsure. With the
help of a magical wind, he is drawn outside to
experience the world through sounds, smell, and
feel before being transported to a magical place,
where he meets a monkey who needs help
being brave, too. This whimsical journey, with
simple and charming digital collage illustrations,
is a story about finding the courage to step
outside one’s comfort zone and shows how a
child can find confidence through exploration
and being independent, plus the strength to help
others who lack confidence. While Mali is sightimpaired, this is not a story about disability but
one that normalizes disability in a fun story that
all children will relate to.

• While not a story about disability, Mali’s Magical
Day normalises disability in a tale about courage
that all children will relate to.
• A magical adventure that will encourage children
to imagine, dream and be brave.
• Simple, charming, and magical digital collage
illustrations.

5+

Chlöe Applin
40 pages | 200 x 250 mm | June 2021
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-130-3
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

• Positive messages of sustainability
through growing vegetables in a
garden.
• Colourful and detailed watercolour
illustrations bring Wobbly Toad’s
garden to life.
• A story about friends working together,
written with warmth and humour.

Monty Mole must overcome his fear and swallow his pride
when some greedy birds invade Wobbly Toad’s garden in
this cute tale of garden animal friends.
Mole on Patrol is a lively story of fun and friendship set
in a colourful vegetable patch. Chloe Applin has created
four unforgettable characters that inhabit this charming
world, Monty Mole, Wobbly Toad, Freda Frog, and their dog,
Stephen. One day, a gang of greedy birds swoops in, and
the garden friends world is turned upside down. With some
quick thinking from Freda Frog, a solution appears. But this
solution not only frightens the birds but Monty Mole, too! It
takes a wheelbarrow of understanding to convince Monty
that he is indeed still the best mole on patrol in this book
illustrated with colourful and sweet watercolour paintings.

Chlöe Applin has a BA in Visual Studies from Norwich
University of the Arts and an MA in Children’s Book
Illustration from the Cambridge School of Art. She
enjoys creating characters and the worlds they live in
and takes inspiration from nature and animals. Chloe
lives in Cambridge, UK, and when she’s not drawing,
she can be found making toys and puppets from
recycled fabrics. Her toys have recently been featured
on the BBC.
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Lilly’s Hike

Seven Seas of Fleas
Seven Seas of Fleas has been shortlisted in

the New Illustrator category of the CBCA Book of the Year!
Lilly and Billy can’t imagine being apart, but when
Billy wanders off, Lilly is distraught and must find
her way.

5+

Carole Aufranc
40 pages | 250 x 250 mm | May 2021
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-095-5
World rights available, except for Germany, Australia,
Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and
Educational Descriptions Supplied by Marla
Conn - Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: M
Grade Level Equivalent: 2
Picture book, animal fantasy, story elements:
setting: forest, plot and character development,
Lilly & Billy, problem and solution, figurative
language: metaphor, illustrations enhance
meaning and tone, Comprehension strategies:
make inferences, predict outcomes, make text
to self connections and identify changes from
beginning to end of the story. Theme: friendship,
becoming independent, patience, determination,
hope, people do not grow in comfort.
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Lilly and Billy do everything together and can’t
imagine being apart. But when Billy wanders off,
Lilly is left alone, distraught, to find her own path. As
she listens to nature around her, she finds her way
to the mountaintop where she’s reunited with her
friend. A whimsically illustrated tale of friendship,
perseverance, and hope.

Carole Aufranc was born and raised in
Switzerland, where mountains and lakes
abound. She firstly got a bachelor in Illustration
in Lausanne and graduated from the Cambridge
School of Arts, UK, with a MA in Children’s Book
Illustration. Her love of creating imaginary worlds
and characters is why she wanted to become
an illustrator to share her comforting universe.
Carole draws her inspiration from nature, and her
favourite things to draw are vast landscapes with
animals. She has the passion for colourful combos,
papercuts and fluffy creatures.

A flying boy and seven bees are chased by fleas,
but an unexpected friendship forms.

5+

Dave Petzold
32 pages | 254 x 203 mm | September 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-098-6
World rights available, except for Australia,
Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and
Educational Descriptions Supplied by Marla
Conn - Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: L
Grade Level Equivalent: 2
Picture book, Story elements: setting; yard, plot
and character development, main character,
Bryce McFee, first person point of view, rhythm
and rhyme, poetry, Illustrations enhance meaning
and tone, Comprehension strategies: identify
cause and effect relationships and changes
from beginning to end of the story. Themes:
creative imagination, dogs, fleas.

Bryce McFee is an ordinary boy bored with washing
the flea-ridden family dog. So, he escapes to his
imagination and flies across the backyard with a
dandelion and seven bees. Trouble strikes when a
swarm of pesky fleas gives chase, threatening to
ruin his adventure. Ultimately, an unlikely friendship is
formed between the flying boy and the fleas. A fun
rhyming story that exercises the imagination.

Australian children’s book author and illustrator Dave
Petzold is interested in the little things that go unnoticed,
the things we take for granted. “My stories are born out
of a love of nature, adventure, and a desire to show that,
if you look a little closer, there is more to life than what
you see on the surface,” he says. His writing invites the
reader on a journey of discovery in the hope they will
discover something about themselves, too. Graphite
pencil, screen-printing techniques, and digital collage are
used in creating his illustrations.
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into the arctic
• Compelling, beautifully designed, and wonderfully imaginative illustrations
of a winter wonderland, with realistic Arctic animals.
• A great resource for STEM units for teaching children about Arctic
animals and the melting Arctic.

5+

Matthew Long & Marlene Gerlyng
32 pages | 210 x 210 mm | September 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-085-6
World rights available, except for Australia,
Canada, China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK
and the US.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and
Educational Descriptions Supplied by Marla
Conn - Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: N
Grade Level Equivalent: 3
Picture book, Story elements: setting; beach, plot
and character development, main character, Oliver, style: dream sequence, Illustrations enhance
meaning and tone, Comprehension strategies:
identify cause and effect relationships and changes from beginning to end of the story, make text
to self connections. Themes: creative imagination,
keeping yourself occupied.

A seemingly normal trip to buy ice cream at the
beach leads to an unexpected icy adventure.
During a seemingly normal family trip to the beach,
Oliver becomes bored. He decides to get an ice cream,
but as he reaches in to grab his favourite flavour, he
falls… into an enchanting icy wonderland. Together
with his new Arctic animal friends, Oliver explores this
magical depiction of the frozen North.

They say to “write what you know”, so as Matthew Long
spends a lot of time accidentally falling into new worlds and
riding walruses, trying to find a way home, he writes about
things like that. When Matthew is not on make-believe
adventures, he goes on real ones: travelling the world;
working with children; fixing up an old Victorian terrace
in Cambridgeshire; and relaxing in his cottage garden.
Matthew has a degree in Film, obtained in Cornwall, England.
He has also lived for some time in Norway. Both locations
helped shape the worlds in which his characters live.
Marlene Gerlyng wanted to be an illustrator from an early
age when she read folktales while growing up in Norway.
She moved to England, gaining a BA in Illustration at
Falmouth University College. She taught art at foundation
level in Norway and ran art courses for young children.
Following this, Marlene gained an MA in Children’s Book
Illustration at the Cambridge School of Art.

Tamlin’s Great Adventure
“Imaginative and tender, with a happy, hopeful conclusion. ” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)

A tale of friendship between a girl and her
horse and a trip around the world, where the
grass isn’t always greener.
Home is the best place on Earth, but an
adventure is equally great. Tamlin is a very
lucky horse with a great friend, Ruby. One day, a
little bird tells Tamlin about the wide world, and
he is intrigued. So, he sets off on a whirlwind
adventure across the world.
• Picture book tells the story of home vs. adventure, when Tamlin, a horse,
travels the wide world a bird tells him about.
• Explores themes of longing and dissatisfaction, friendship and home, and
asks if the “grass is greener on the other side”.
• Heartwarming illustrations showcasing actual locations all across the world.

5+

Victoria Byron
40 pages | 285 x 210 mm | November 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-084-9
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Victoria Byron lives in the UK with her husband and two
children. She was an art teacher before obtaining an MA
in Children’s Book Illustration and becoming a full-time
illustrator. One of Victoria’s earliest memories is looking up
into an old apple tree and seeing a face on the markings
of a tiny apple. The rest of her childhood was spent
outdoors inventing characters from snails, leaves and
acorns, which has helped her create children’s stories.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and Educational Descriptions
Supplied by Marla Conn - Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: K
Grade Level Equivalent: 2
Picture book, Story elements: setting, plot and character development,
main character, Tamlin the Horse, figurative language: simile, descriptive
language; adjectives, problem and solution, Illustrations enhance meaning
and tone, Comprehension strategies: identify cause and effect relationships,
changes from beginning to end of the story and central idea or themes.
Themes: friendship, adventure, there’s no place like home.
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have you seen mr. robinson?
A shy, young girl warms up to a new friend when the local
park’s cat goes missing and the two set out to find him.
Anna is a shy, book-loving girl whose only friends are the
characters in her books, but when Grandpa suggests she go
outside to play, Anna has trouble talking to the other children.
That is until she meets a boy who wants to find a cat named
Mr. Robinson. A sweet story about a friendship between two
shy, reserved children.

“A sweet tale of two children finding friends, this book will be
loved by many children who pick it up. The clear illustrations will
delight the readers as they spot the characters Anna so loves, at
the same time noting the activities undertaken by the children in
the park. A charming tale, well told.” —ReadPlus (Australia)

5+

Arwen Huang
40 pages | 215 x 250 mm | May 2019
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-081-8
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.
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Arwen Huang was born in Taichung, Taiwan. She studied
a Bachelor of Fine Arts at the Taipei National University of
Arts. She decided to become an illustrator after studying a
Masters in Illustration in the UK. Arwen enjoys drawing people,
children, and animals, as well as telling stories. In 2018, her
comic BORED was nominated for the Prize for Young Talents
at the Angoulême International Comics Festival.

5+

the flying light
“Success! ... Readers will hope there’s more wonder to come.”
—Publishers Weekly (U.S.)
“An imperfect ride, yet sure to stir the imagination nonetheless.”
—Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)
“Fans of graphic novels will be impressed by the intricate illustrations in this
fantasy.” —School Library Journal (U.S.)
“Recommended. ... The wordless picture book and accompanying intriguing
illustrations invite readers to use their imaginations, to ponder over the
deeper meanings, to see a moral to the story which they can understand.
Within their view of the world this story can apply to understanding a
concept, making friends, understanding environmental concerns, looking at
the needs of animals, the list is endless.” —ReadPlus (Australia)

Yuanhao Yang
32 pages | 310 x 236 mm | February 2019
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-053-5
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

A beautiful wordless story
that depends on each
viewer’s unique perspective.
Enter a mystical world where
a man and his strange pet
lizard attempt to lure luminous
flying creatures to their town.
Through innovative wordless
storytelling and wonderfully
detailed panel illustrations that
invite children to use their
imagination, this story will light
up the lives of those in search
of direction and allow each
reader to interpret it according
to their own unique vision of
the world.

Yuanhao Yang graduated from the Department of
Illustration at Nanjing University of the Arts and now
resides in Nanjing, China, where he illustrates children’s
books. It is his belief that everyone views the world
differently, and he enjoys transforming these worlds
into interesting forms using pen and paper.
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the salmon of
knowledge
A boy and his mentor search for a salmon containing
all the world’s knowledge.
A creatively illustrated retelling of a traditional Irish
legend about an enchanted salmon that will impart all
the knowledge in the world to the first person who eats
it. Finnegas, a wise, elderly poet, spends his days fishing
for the Salmon of Knowledge. He meets Fionn, a young
boy who hopes to become a brave warrior, but who
must first find a poet to instruct him. Follow the story of
a young boy who sets out to become a warrior but, in an
unexpected twist, acquires much more than he had ever
expected to gain.

5+

Celina Buckley
36 pages | 260 x 260 mm | April 2019
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-070-2
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.
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Celina Buckley grew up on a farm
in the middle of the countryside in
County Cork, Ireland. She earned
her Bachelor of Education (Hons)
from Mary Immaculate College,
Limerick, in 2011. She worked as
a primary school teacher before
pursuing her life-long passion for
drawing and children’s literature
by embarking upon the Masters in
Children’s Books Illustration at the
Cambridge School of Art. Celina
loves using collage and playing with
colour and pattern when creating
her artwork

selkie
“A visually arresting, haunting,
wordless tale guaranteed to spark
wonder.” —Kirkus Reviews (U.S.)
“Birch shares with us a timeless, ageless story of the love that can arise
between humans and creatures of the wild — closer kin than we usually
realize.” —Spirituality & Practice (U.S.)

5+

Josephine Birch
40 pages | 280 x 200 mm | March 2019
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-054-2
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

A wordless picture book that illustrates the power
of friendships even when communication is not
possible through language.
In a small village by the sea the fishermen are full of
tales and myths of monsters, pirates and mermaids,
but there is one myth that may be true. On a fine,
clear morning the men set sail. Reeling in the nets
the youngest of the crew is dragged into the water.
Rescued from the depths of the sea by a playful seal,
a transformation occurs and a tender friendship is
formed. This is a wordless picture book telling the tale of
love and friendship across boundaries.

Josephine Birch grew up in the South West of
England, in a tiny terraced house with a garden. She
always knew she wanted to work as an artist and with
animals, so she studied at the Cambridge School of Art
for Illustration and on the “Drawing Year” scholarship
at The Royal Drawing School, London. Her Master of
Arts in Children’s Book Illustration was obtained from
the Cambridge School of Art. Through her studies,
Josephine discovered that she could combine her love
of art and animals by illustrating stories inspired by the
natural world.
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5+

Ape with a Cape

The City Dog
• A story of perseverance in the face of new and unexpected challenges,
centered on a dog who has to relocate suddenly to a ranch.

Ape is a hairdresser giving the jungle animals
interesting haircuts in this tale of transformations.

Richard Turner & Deborah Sheehy
36 pages | 240 x 260 mm | December 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-134-1
World rights available, except for Australia,
Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and
Educational Descriptions Supplied by Marla
Conn - Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: M
Grade Level Equivalent: 2
Picture book, animal fantasy, poetry, rhythm and
rhyme, Story elements: setting: Jungle Town ,
plot and character development, main character,
Dashing Ape the hair dresser, detailed Illustrations
enhance meaning and tone, environmental print
and signage, humorous tone, Comprehension
strategies: identify Sequence of events, and main
idea and details, Theme: history of hairstyles.

• Amusing characters and illustrations in this
fun picture book about a gorilla who opens
a hair salon for animals.

Dashing Ape has an eye for design, a knack with
scissors, and a desire to transform the coiffure of
everyone in the jungle. Thus, he opens Ape with a Cape,
the salon of his dreams. From buzz cuts to mullets,
beehives to combovers, soon every animal is looking
stylish. A humorous tale in jaunty rhyming verse and
humorous illustrations.

Born in Glasgow, Deborah Sheehy grew up with a
longing to wander. So on leaving university she spent
some years living in lands near and far, including the
Philippines, India and Wales. Inspired by stories old
and new and a deep love of creatures of all furs and
feathers, Deborah returned to Scotland in 2015 to
become a full time artist and children’s illustrator.

• Bright and attractive illustrations.
• A view of life on a sheep ranch in the Australian Outback.
When he moves to a sheep ranch, a dog must cope with
country life and his new unfriendly co-worker.

5+

Sally Gould & Leanne Argent
40 pages | 280 x 200 mm | January 2021
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-132-7
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and
Educational Descriptions Supplied by Marla
Conn - Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: N
Grade Level Equivalent: 3
Picture book, animal fantasy, Story elements:
setting: farm, plot and character development, point
of view: main character, Sandy the dog, problem
and solution, Illustrations enhance meaning and
tone, Comprehension strategies: Make predictions,
Identify cause and effect relationships & changes
from beginning to end of the story. Themes:
Change, acceptance, work dogs.

When his owner leaves him on a sheep ranch, Sandy the dog
must learn how to adjust to country life, including driving sheep
and deal with his new unfriendly co-worker. This is a story about
perseverance in the face of new and unexpected challenges
and pride in one’s achievements.

When younger, Sally Gould loved imaginary worlds
coming to life within books. She would roam the local
National Park with her friends, making fairy beds from
moss and rubbing stones to make ‘gold’. After University,
Sally worked as a lawyer, but having children rekindled
her love of storytelling. Her sons - responsible, logical, and
freewheeling, inspire Sally’s stories.
Leanne Argent realised her passion for illustration when
she created a children’s book while at high school. The
support, encouragement and excitement that followed has
led to Leanne illustrating over 50 children’s books, mostly
in watercolour. Her love for people and the environment
are displayed beautifully within her illustrations.

• Jaunty rhyming verse will appeal to kids.
• Children will learn about various hairstyles,
including mullets, afros, bobs, and more.
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The Monologue of Monster
A Retelling of Frankenstein

Unique and quirky, folk-art style illustrations complement this
unusual, first-person tale of a kind-hearted monster who just
wants to be accepted.

8+

_Frankenstein_ as seen from the eyes of the Monster. A misfit
monster wanders from village to village, looking for a place to call
home, only to be driven away by terrified villagers. One day, he
begins secretly living alongside a home and comes to love this
perfect family. Soon, he reveals himself to the family and finds the
love and acceptance he has been seeking. This boldly illustrated
tale will have readers sympathizing with the monster’s struggles
of being accepted.

Grace Suen
36 pages | 250 x 250 mm | July 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-093-1
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels
and Educational Descriptions Supplied
by Marla Conn - Reading and Literacy
Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: Q
Grade Level Equivalent: 4
Picture book, story elements: setting, plot
and character development, Point of view:
main character, Monster, figurative language,
descriptive, vivid text, illustrations enhance
meaning and tone, problem and solution,
Comprehension strategies: identify author’s
purpose, cause and effect relationships,
changes from beginning to end of the story,
make text to self connections. Themes:
Acceptance, kindness, friendship, home.
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careful what you wish for
8+

Paired with colourful, eerie, unsettling images, this story presents
a cautionary tale that shows that getting what you wish for is not
always a good thing.
Follow the journey of a man in search of treasure hidden in a strange
village. The village is full of children, but there are no adults. What is
the village’s secret? Will he be able to leave the village? This vividly
illustrated tale warns readers to be careful what they wish for.

• Detailed, colourful, textured, and vivid illustrations are full of details
waiting to be discovered.
• Deals with more complex subject matter for slightly older children who
no longer require a happy ending.

Grace Suen is a Chinese illustrator and graphic designer
based in Beijing who graduated from the University of
the Arts London with an MA in Visual Arts Illustration. An
earlier and original version of her picture book Careful What
You Wish For won the Macmillan Prize 2016 in the United
Kingdom. She loves illustrating, collecting toys and living with
her cats, hamsters and hedgehogs.

• Unique, quirky folk-art inspired illustrations with a dark and
evocative colour palette.
• Shows children that someone’s character is far more
important than the way they look.
• Teaches children that kindness is its own reward.

• Reminiscent of Aesop’s Fables, this carries a cautionary message for
children to ponder.

Grace Suen
40 pages | 170 x 240 mm | July 2020
Hard Picture Books
978-1-76036-067-2
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and
Educational Descriptions Supplied by Marla Conn
- Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: M
Grade Level Equivalent: 2
Picture book, tale, Story elements: setting: a village,
plot and character development, figurative language,
illustrations enhance meaning and tone, mood, tone:
dark, scary, Comprehension strategies: identify cause
and effect relationships, central theme and lesson, and
changes from beginning to end of the story. Themes:
greed, good vs evil, childhood innocence, Lesson: Be
careful what you wish for.

3167

The wildlife winter games

The wildlife summer games

8+

8+

SHORTLISTED for the Speech Pathology Book of the Year Awards 2020

Entertaining text and dynamic illustrations introduce
readers to various sporting events and animal species.

This distinctive picture book features entertaining
text and dynamic illustrations and is a unique way to
introduce readers to a selection of sporting events
and amazing creatures.

Readers are given simple, informative descriptions for ten
sporting events featuring a range of dynamically illustrated
creature competitors. Fun summaries describe the unique skills
each creature would bring to the sports and invite readers
to predict who will win the gold, silver, and bronze medals.
This whimsical yet fact-filled book teaches children about the
attributes of various animal species and encourages them to
apply critical thinking to choose possible winners.
Richard Turner & Ben Clifford
36 pages | 280 x 280 mm | September 2019
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-075-7
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Clifford’s illustrations are as riveting as the competitions
themselves: he depicts a host of arctic and antarctic creatures
in fine, naturalistic detail but places them in action poses,
sporting athletic gear and game faces. —Booklist (U.S.)

Richard Turner & Ben Clifford
36 pages | 280 x 280 mm | September 2020
Hardback Picture Book
978-1-76036-079-5
World rights available, except for Australia, Canada,
China, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK and the US.

Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels and
Educational Descriptions Supplied by Marla Conn
- Reading and Literacy Specialist.
Guided Reading Level: O
Grade Level Equivalent: 3
Picture book, Wildlife Games series, Life science
context: behaviors and characteristics of animals,
opening poem, ask and answer questions, predict
outcomes, Structure: Olympic sporting events, non
fiction narrative on animals, Comprehension strategies:
predicting outcomes, compare and contrast,
summarize. Themes: sports, animals.
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orts children’s creative voices
Richard Turner is a Performing Arts teacher, who supp
ographed musicals, working with
through drama and dance. He has directed and chore
can.
students who can sing and dance way better than he
He began illustrating after living in
Ben Clifford was born and raised in Tasmania, Australia.
nd. After returning home, Ben began
the snow with the badgers and brown hares in Engla
drawing, painting, illustrating, and writing books.

Who do you think would win a gold medal in basketball
– a team of lions, giraffes or chimpanzees? Who would
swim the fastest – a tiger, a beaver or a crocodile? Who
do you think could lift the heaviest weight – an elephant,
gorilla or grizzly bear? You decide who wins the bronze,
silver and gold medals! Readers are given simple,
informative descriptions for ten sporting events. The
unique skills each creature would bring to these events
are described in a fun, yet factual, way.

• Teaches children about the attributes of various
animal species using a fun parody of ten real
sporting events.
• Supports STEM standards and fun for young
readers who love animals and sports.
• Dynamic, with detailed, realistic illustrations.
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contacts

For all rights and co-edition enquires please contact our International
Rights Department by email at books@starfishbaypublishing.com or
contact the agents for the territories as follows.

THE NETHERLANDS, DANMARK,
NORWAY, SWEDEN, FINLAND,
ICELAND and FAROE ISLANDS
Lester George Hekking
Sebes & Bisseling Literary Agency
Herengracht 613-III
1017 CE Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Tel. +31 (0)20 616.09.40
E-mail : hekking@sebes.nl

JAPAN
Solan Natsume
TUTTLE-MORI AGENCY, INC.
2-17 Kanda Jimbocho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 101-0051 Japan
Direct tel : 81-3-3230-7072
Direct fax : 81-3-3230-1865
E-mail : solan@tuttlemori.com

KOREA

Michael Avramides
O.A. Literary Agency Limited
1G Evangeliou Street
19003 Markopoulo, Greece
amichael@oaliterary.net

John Choi (DaeKyu Choi)
The Choicemaker Korea
B1, Goldman Bldg., 142-5 Donggyo-ro,
Mapo-gu, Seoul, 04030, Korea
Tel : +82 2 322 2059
Fax: +82 2 322 4464
E-mail : info@thechoicemaker.com

INDONESIA, THAILAND and VIETNAM

SPAIN, BRAZIL and PORTUGAL

Santo Manurung
Maxima Creative Agency
Beryl Timur No.41
Gading Serpong –Tangerang 15810, Indonesia
santo@maximacreativeliterary.com
Tel/Fax. 62-21-5421 7768

Anna Gurguí
Calle, Hort de la vila, num19, bajos2
Barcelona, 08017, Spain
Tel : +34 678 29 89 93
annagurgui.literary@gmail.com

GREECE

ITALY
Francesca Bellacicco
Factotum Agency
Lower Ground Level
Via S. Francesco d’Assisi 22 bis
Torino, 10121, ITALY
Tel: +39 02.34.59.17.56
E-mail: fra.bellacicco@gmail.com

